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This document provides supplementary information to “Brillouin scattering in hybrid optophononic
Bragg micropillar resonators at 300 GHz,” https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.6.000854. In this document, we
present the photoelastic model used to simulate the anti-Stokes Brillouin scattering cross-section in planar and
micropillars structures, additional measurements on the polarization dependence of the Brillouin signal
in micropillars and further details on the spatial filtering technique developed to probe the confined
acoustic phonons in the optophononic resonators.

S1. Photoelastic model of the anti-Stokes Brillouin
scattering cross-section
To model the Brillouin anti-Stokes scattering cross-section
+
, we base our simulations on a transfer matrix
implementation of a one-dimensional photoelastic model.
For the photoelastic interaction, we consider the following overlap
integral 1:
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where
is the frequency of the excitation laser. Here,
denotes the normal strain in the z-direction induced by the
,
and
mechanical mode at a frequency
.
, +
are the incident and the Brillouin-scattered
is the p12 component of the photoelastic
optical fields, and
,
tensor. Note that at room temperature the fundamental electronic
transition in GaAs is at 1.52 eV, such that the experiments are
performed under nearly-resonant conditions. The Brillouin
spectrum is thus dominated by the photoelastic contributions
from the GaAs layers.

This 1D model has been successfully used in the case of planar
structures1–7. In the case of micropillars, we apply the following
simplifications:
1) The longitudinal acoustic field is confined in the vertical
direction so only one component of the acoustic field is
considered.
2) The only relevant components of the photoelastic tensor are
p11 and p128. To simplify the model we assume a single generic
value p12 taking into account that the acoustic phonons
considered here are purely longitudinal.
3) The electric field profile has a vertical distribution identical to
the planar case, and the radial modulation only introduces an
envelope.
Moreover, we consider that the spatial profiles for the incoming
photons
,
(excitation) and the emitted photons
∗
, +
(Brillouin) are identical, since the frequency
shift induced by the longitudinal phonons is small when compared
to the considered optical frequencies, so the expression for the
| .
,
electric fields simplifies to |
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For the materials GaAs and AlAs we use the following wellestablished optical and elastic parameters at room temperature:

GaAs

Speed of sound
(m/s)
4780

Density
(kg/m3)
5350

3.5373

AlAs

5660

3770

2.9624

Refractive index

Table S1: Acoustic and optical parameters used in the design of
micropillar cavity devices discussed in the manuscript.

Using the integral in Eq. (1) in conjunction with the values
tabulated above, we reach good agreement between calculation
and experimental results for both planar structures and
micropillars, as shown in Figure 2 of the main text.
The major design consideration for the Brillouin frequencies
explored in this work are the layer thicknesses of the two acoustic
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) formed by 16 periods of
7.3nm/9.8nm (8.5nm/8.2nm) GaAs/AlAs layers. With the
parameters tabulated in S1 these thicknesses are chosen such that
each layer pair corresponds to half a wavelength of acoustic path at
a phonon frequency of 320GHz. That is, an acoustic bandgap
appears centered at this frequency. The particular combination of
two DBRs supports the formation of a confined state at their
interface3,9. This is the confined phonon mode leading to the
formation of the main Brillouin peak in the experimental spectra
reported in our work.
The validity of our modelling is reflected in its correct prediction of
both the position, frequency difference and even relative height of
the different contribution to the Brillouin spectra measured on
micropillar devices.

S2. Polarization dependence of the Brillouin signal
We have measured the polarization of the Brillouin emission. To
this end, we ensured linear polarization of the incident laser and
recorded spontaneous Brillouin spectra after transmission
through a second analyzing polarizer, which was placed between
the spatial filtering aperture and the entrance to the spectrometer
(see schematic in Figure 1 of the main text). In Figure S1 below we
show the measured Brillouin intensity (more precisely the
integrated area of the main Brillouin peak) as a function of the
analyzer angle and superimposed the result with a cos2 fit. We
observe that the Brillouin emission is linearly polarized along the
laser with a degree of polarization larger than 99%.

Figure S1 : Polarization of Brillouin emission upon linear optical
excitation. Desplayed is the area under the central peak of the Brillouin
spectrum. The degree of linear polarization in the Brillouin emission is
larger than 99%.

S3. Spatial filtering of the Brillouin signals in planar
and pillar microcavities
Since the Brillouin signal is resonantly coupled out of our device
through to the fundamental micropillar mode, the spatial emission
pattern of the Brillouin beam corresponds to the emission profile
of the micropillar mode. The optical modes of micropillar cavities
have been extensively studied in the context of single photon
emitters and polaritonic systems and it has been shown that the
characteristic emission is almost identical to the mode of an optical
fiber, i.e. a Gaussian beam10–14.
In fact, the existence of a well-defined Brillouin beam is an
important consideration in order to understand the working
principle of the novel filtering technique. The latter is based on the
use of a spatial filter, which is located close to the back-focal plane.
Only due to the difference between the Gaussian spatial pattern of
the micropillar mode and the ring-type pattern resulting from the
diffracted excitation laser, we are able to spatially separate the two
and isolate part of the spontaneous Brillouin scattering signal.
To further illustrate this point, the two sketches in Fig. S2 compare
the experimental configuration on a micropillar and a planar
microcavity, which was used for comparison in our study. Figure
S2 (b) shows the configuration on a micropillar with the Gaussian
Brillouin beam emerging from the resonator superimposed with
the ring-shaped laser diffraction pattern. Figure S2 (a) shows the
corresponding geometry on a planar structure. Here, the laser
impinging under normal incidence with a small opening angle is
not diffracted, but reflected back on its original path. The part of
the laser which enters the cavity and interacts with the high
frequency acoustic superlattice structure leads to the generation of
a Brillouin signal at 320GHz. Instead of a discrete set of optical
modes, the resonance energy of a planar optical microcavity shows
a continuous parabolic dependence on the incidence angle. If the
laser is thus resonant with the cavity under normal incidence, the
Brillouin signal frequency-shifted by 320GHz from the laser will
exhibit a resonance at a finite angle of incidence. This phenomenon
is usually termed a double optical resonance (DOR) and has been
employed to enhance Raman and Brillouin signals in planar
configurations.6,7,15
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Figgure S2 : (a) Brilllouin scattering in a double opticaal resonance (DO
OR)
co
onfiguration on a planar microcav
vity. While the in
ncident laser (reed)
resonantly couple
es into the cav
vity under norm
mal incidence, the
t
freequency-shifted Brillouin signal (blue)
(
is resonan
ntly emitted und
der
an
n angle. This allo
ows, in principle,, perfect spatial filtering
f
in a plaane
beehind the collecttion lens. (b) Brrillouin scatteringg on a micropilllar
resonator. The in
ncident laser re
esonantly couples to the opticcal
micropillar mode. Its cross-section
n is chosen such that it leads to the
t
forrmation of a do
ominant diffracttion pattern in back
b
reflection. In
co
ontrast, the Brillo
ouin signal solely
y emerges througgh the fundamen
ntal
micropillar mode with a Gaussian
n mode pattern. This allows neaarhe collection lens with a spatial filtter
peerfect filtering in a plane behind th
exxclusively transm
mitting in a diffracttion node.

In
n the studied casse, we employ th
he same spatial filter used on the
th
m
micropillar to iso
olate the Brillouiin signal on thee planar referen
nce
strructure. Since th
he numerical ap
perture of the incident laser beaam
is small, the direectly reflected contribution caan be completeely
blocked by the spaatial filter. The resonant Brillouiin signal emergin
ng
in a cone is collectted and analyzed
d in a spectromeeter.

S4
4. Brillouin ba
ackscatteringg in superlattices
To
o determine Brillouin back
kscattering freq
quencies in the
th
seemiconductor su
uperlattices S1 and S2 of our sam
mple, one needs to
acccount for the fo
olding of the aco
oustic superlattiice band structu
ure
baack into its firsst Brillouin zone. This folding induces multip
ple
so
olutions of the Brillouin
B
backscaattering conditio
on
2 wiith
the quasi-mom
mentum of the corresponding
c
Bloch
B
modes. Th
his
geeneral aspect off Brillouin scatttering in acousttic superlattices is
illu
ustrated in Figure S3 below.

Figgure S3: Acousstic phonon ban
nd structure off a nanophonon
nic
su
uperlattice. Displlayed are the three
t
lowest baands separated by
accoustic minigaps around 160GHzz and 320GHz. The
T dashed verticcal
lin
ne marks the lasser momentum 2kl.
2 Intersectionss with the acousstic
baands for which the
t Brillouin bacckscattering cond
dition
2 is
fullfilled are found
d around 30GHz, 280GHz and 360GHz.
3
The sam
me
lab
bels A-C as in Fig
gure 2 of the ma
ain text are used
d to mark the thrree
accoustic phonon modes
m
observed in
n our experimentts.

The ban
nd structure exh
hibits isolated b
bands of propagaating phonon
modes separated by accoustic minigapss. The minigap ccenters occur
at integger multiples of
160GHz, at the zone edgges and at the
zone ceenters of the red
duced Brillouin zone. For thesee frequencies
the acooustic thickness o
of the lattice uniit cell is an integeer multiple of
/2 w
with
the phonon wavelength
h. The edges of the Brillouin
zone att quasi-momen
ntum
/ are deterrmined by ,
the geoometric thicknesss a of the superlattice unit celll. The dashed
verticall line marks 2 and interseccts once with eeach acoustic
band. E
Each band of an acoustic superllattice hence con
ntributes one
peak too the Brillouin spectrum. Thee parameters ch
hosen in the
calculattion underlying Figure S3 are similar to those ffor S1 and S2
in our ssample.
For thee second and tthird phonon b
bands we find intersections
2 at frequenccies around 280GHz and 360
0GHz, that is,
roughlyy 30-40GHz beelow and abovee the center off the second
minigap
p. These are thee two Brillouin b
backscattering p
peaks A and C
reporteed in Fig .2 of th
he main text. Thee first intersectio
on
2 ,
which mainly reflectss the bulk disp
persion relation
n of GaAlAs,
occurs around 30-40G
GHz. In our exp
perimental conffiguration, its
frequen
ncy is however ttoo close to the llaser line to be reesolved.
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